
Yet, we continue to discuss these things as though they are 
present tense topics which need to be “addressed.” 
But are they being addressed? When do we get to the 
“action” phase? Can we keep a strong society without 
realizing our past and future are on a continuum with the 
current moment, and provide key benefits for us?
                  
I get it. We are moving fast and there are many items to 
occupy our minds and lives these days. We’re an evolving 
society. As a matter of fact, there are a great amount of 
awesome and wonderful things going on each day in our 
country which will create what we become. But when was 
the last time we had a national discussion about the actual 
achievements those who came before us made, how we can 
learn from them, and what that could mean to those who 
come after us? What sacrifices should we all be making 
today in order to preserve our status and be the best we can? 
Do we even care anymore?

This is truly shaping up to be a political season nothing short 
of, dare I say, revolution. The system is being pulled, and 
stretched, and bent in ways that have not happened in this 
country, at least in recent memory. It is a great start. 
However, I believe we are in a unique environment, and have 
a brief opportunity to take it to the next level and 
re-embrace those things which are important to us in a 
manner which is bigger than ourselves and our current 
needs. While this may not be the most convenient approach 
for our politicians, I hope it is what’s truly igniting the fires 
of discontent on all sides. So, as we sit around our kitchen 
tables, watch the various debates, thinking about what we 
seek from our elected leaders, I ask that we greatly expand 
our vision beyond what we “want” in the present to how it 
will shape our history. If we demand these things from 
ourselves, then maybe we will once again ask them of the 
leaders we choose and entrust this great nation.
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Present, past, and future? 
As we watch this quite important election season 
unfold, it is so very tempting and exciting to follow 
along with every twist and turn. It often feels like 
every detail will determine the direction of so many 
things that we parse each move from every angle. And 
why not? We care about our country and want the best 
people for the jobs. With that said, and while much of 
this is extremely important to our democratic process, 
I believe we are now teetering on a point in history 
where valuing the present has become unbalanced 
compared to how we view our past and future; 
specifically as it relates to how we think about issues 
and the leadership we seek. If left unchecked, this 
could present some significant challenges. So no 
matter which candidate you may be hoping for, or 
what issues are truly most important to you, I invite 
you to look at these things through a different lens, at 
least for the next few minutes.

My guess is that not many would argue the idea that 
we face “defining moments” regarding many issues 
today. From terrorism to debt, health and economics, 
or education to cultural divide, we and those we 
entrust to lead us have their hands full. It can be so 
overwhelming that we could jump from issue to issue, 
and each item could garner our immediate attention. It 
is often important, easiest and natural to have 
discussions about what needs to be done in the present, 
and it certainly makes for great “sound bites.” But if I 
may be so bold, I wish to challenge us by saying that 
part of the reason why we have so many critical topics 
at hand is due to an ever increasing lack of allowing 
the elders and our future adults a seat at the table. 
After all, we didn’t rack up almost 20 trillion dollars in 
debt last Thursday. Baby boomers starting to collect 
Social Security and Medicare didn’t exactly sneak up 
on us. And we certainly should have had the 
wherewithal to take better care of most in need among 
us by now.   
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Guiding our clients in achieving true 
independence so they can focus on 
living out their meaningful purpose.



Why we invest  
The markets have been extremely volatile. Once again, many people are 
wondering what it all means, and what they should be doing with all of the 
information out there. This provides a timely opportunity to take the 
discussion to a deeper level and possibly look at things in a different way.

As someone who has personally spent almost twenty-five years using 
investment markets to help people build plans for themselves and create the 
opportunity for wealth, I have found that success can be had through the 
process of dedicated long-term investing. The opportunities are abundant 
and the tools are all there, we just have to use them. However, due to a 
multitude of factors, significant confusion has also been introduced to our 
world at large for the average investor as they look to planning for their 
futures; this is both financial and emotional. Where should we invest? How 
much do we need? What if the markets crash? How will we pay for college? 
How do we care for aging parents, etc. So while we spend our time building 
our plans, monitoring progress and celebrating successes, we often find 
ourselves sharing too much of that time managing emotions and trying to 
prevent poor investment decisions.

Think about this for a minute. You get up in the morning, check the markets, 
and hear that things are going to be “ugly” today. You immediately wonder 
what that means for your portfolio, and how it will affect you. Right there 
sums up the deep shift in how we think about money and how it has 
permeated our culture as investors. First, we have been trained to measure 
thirty-year life plans in five minute intervals, while at the same time being 
told to hang in there because investing is for the long-term. Second, 
continuous monitoring of our finances is creating an unbalanced picture of 
what “wealth” is. And third, we create emotional situations that are much 
too powerful to be dealt with, without greater context. Yet, that’s exactly 
what we are doing and it all seems so normal these days.

It is my belief that we have the opportunity to evolve, and are ready for a 
new era as it relates to investing. In fact, we must. We have flooded the earth 
with commentary and systems on “how to invest.” The experts are far and 
wide. I say it is time to dedicate a little more effort to “why we invest.” I’m 
not talking about the image of two people walking on a beach in a television 
commercial. I mean addressing the emotional, financial, spiritual and 
intellectual reasons we have about what’s important to us, and the real 
decisions we make each day as we grind along in this world. From how we 
think about money, what we want our legacy to be after we’re gone, talking 
to our parents about their wishes, to how we serve humanity, it is a call to 
better align the time we spend working so hard and saving, with the true 
reasons why we do it. The awesome thing is that not only will this process 
help us find deeper meaning in our lives, but over time, it will cause those 
shorter term emotional responses to drift away, and take on less and less 
influence. It’s a pretty good deal.

Let’s all look to the road map of life lessons from our past, and combine them 
with a strong and tactical trail to follow for those who come after us. We owe 
it to them.

[This article was written for, and posted in nydailynews.com (By Lee)]

On the back burner

Pay It Forward

“If you can’t feed 100 people, then 
feed just one”.  -Mother Teresa

In the last issue of this newsletter, 
we mentioned that we are starting a 
new program at Lee Stoerzinger, 
Inc. It is called “Pay It Forward” 
and we are very excited to get 
things going.

Here are the details: Each quarter 
we will select one client, and offer 
them the opportunity for a $100 Visa 
card. This person or family will then 
seek out someone they know who 
could greatly benefit from the use of 
those funds. It can be as close as 
family or friends, someone you hear 
about through church or other 
groups, etc. The only requirement 
for you is that you report back to us 
in an email or letter, sharing the 
results of your venture. 
(Anonymous if you wish.)

Over time we intend to build a list of 
all these stories, and create lasting 
memories about giving to others and 
the value that it brings to our lives. 
We will share the letters with all of 
our clients, and there will be a 
special posting on our website. Who 
knows where it may go!

If you are reading these words, 
there is a pretty good chance you 
have been significantly blessed in 
this world. This is an opportunity 
for all of us to shift those feelings 
outward, and pass them on to those 
in great need.    



         
         
       

Free advice? 
There is something regarding the financial 
business that has always puzzled me. That is all 
of the conflicting information regarding fees. 
Mostly self-induced, we have built an entire 
industry of confusion as it relates to how much 
people pay, why they pay it, and who they pay 
it to. The result? We have many folks who now 
believe they can get exactly the same level of 
advice no matter what financial route they 
take, and that they can either pay fees or not 
pay them.

When was the last time you bought a product 
or service and didn’t pay anything for it? Legal 
advice? A ladder for your garage? Dinner at a 
restaurant? Yet, for some reason, it has been 
translated to the public at large that one can 
gain investment advice and or products and not 
pay for them. I’ll let you in on a little secret. No 
matter how confusing things are, you are 
always paying someone, somewhere. The 
question is, what is the value to you?

At our firm, for the most part, we receive a fee 
for assets under management. This amount 
includes not only money management, but 
everything else in the relationship; things like 
your financial plan, tax and estate strategies, 
life planning, etc. Our goal is to make your life 
better with us in it. 

In addition to daily life and keeping your plan 
on track, there will also be a handful of times 
when the big things happen; the death of a 
spouse, retirement, transferring wealth to 
children, etc. It is during those times when 
emotions are at their highest point, and actual 
life changing decisions must be made. This is 
truly when we earn our pennies, and help 
provide solutions which keep things intact.

The truth is, it’s not about fees. In the absence 
of perceived value, cost is always an issue. It’s 
about you, what’s important to you, and how 
you want to get where you are going. We get 
paid to help you do it, and are honored by the 
opportunity.       

Remembering the basics
Month:                $ Invested     Share Price     # Shares Purchased

January:  $100           $10                    10
February:  $100           $8         12.5
March:   $100           $12        8.3 
April    $100           $6                      16.7
May    $100           $9         11.1
June    $100               $5                      20

Average:   $100           $8.3                   13.1

Taxes Matter
When it comes to investing, especially for non-retirement 
accounts, taxes can take a significant bite out of returns. Yet, 
many people don’t take this into consideration because it is some-
what disconnected from the reporting process. Let’s go through 
an example which illustrates this point.

Let’s say you have an account balance of $250,000, and it grows 
by 5% for the year; now the account is worth $262,500. However, 
at the end of the year, you receive a Form 1099 which reports all 
dividends and capital gains for the period. Let’s say capital gains 
are $5,000 and dividends are $10,000. These distributions must 
be reported on your taxes. Now you have reportable income of 
$15,000, and if it was taxed at 35%, this is a current bill of $5,250. 
This amount doesn’t show up on your statement, but your gains 
have been reduced by the taxes payable. That’s real money.

The reason this information is often overlooked is that 
investment statements report gains and losses from a portfolio 
perspective. Taxes only come into play at year-end, and often get 
lumped together with the rest of your tax information. 
We work closely with our clients and many of their CPAs in 
relation to accounting for total return from an investment 
perspective. This can often be a confusing topic, and we wanted 
to lay out the process.

[This example is for hypothetical purposes only. It is not intended to 

portray past or future investment performance for any specific 

investment. Your own investment may perform better or worse than this 

example. This example does not include taxes or investment costs, which 

could have a dramatic effect on your results.]

Investment and retirement planning to help people accumulate, preserve and pass on wealth. 

www.leestoerzinger.com

Our expertise is in helping our 
clients identify how the pieces of 
their financial lives fit together.



Financial Figures 
@ Close of Business, 3-31-2016                                            
(Information by finance.yahoo.com)   

  3-31-2016

INDICATOR  
Prime rate:  3.50%
Discount rate:  1.00%
3 month t-bill yield:  0.21%
10 year t-bond yield:  1.78%
30 year t-bond yield:  2.62%

30 year fixed mortgage:  3.83%
 
Dow Jones Ind:  17685
S&P 500 index:  2060
NYSE composite:  10207
Nasdaq composite:  4870
FTSE 100: (Europe)  6175
Nikkei 225: (Asia)  16759
Oil            38.34
Gold:  1236.00

Trivium
Definition: Studies intended to provide general 
knowledge and intellectual skills.

All who contact us with the correct answer will 
be placed in a drawing for a $30 gift certificate 
of your choice.

QUESTION:
If you invest $100,000 at the beginning of the 
year, and the current value of your investment 
goes down to $88,500, how much money did you 
lose? (Dollar amount or percentage is fine).

WINNER FROM LAST QUARTER:  
Jerry Stoerzinger         

OTHERS WHO ANSWERED CORRECTLY: 
No one! Zip! Zero! Nada! Seriously folks.

QUESTION FROM LAST QUARTER:
Why are 30% of the people collecting Medicare 
part B getting premium increases in 2016, while 
70% are not?

ANSWER:
There is a law which requires Medicare to cover 
increases in Medicare costs, except for people 
on Medicare already collecting Social Security. 
This is 70% of enrollees. The other people are 
not collecting Social Security, and therefore 
have to pay the increase.

A Note to Our Clients
Over the years, we have tried to make this newsletter 
different from anything else. It’s often a reflection of not only 
economics and finance, but what is going on in life. With 
that said, what topics would you like to see in this letter? 
More economic information? Personal or social items? We 
provide a variety of content, continue to receive positive 
feedback, and want to be provide topics that interest you. 
Please let us know your thoughts. 

By the way, Jen Hallett recently transitioned to a new 
opportunity outside of our firm. Jen wanted you to know how 
much she enjoyed getting to know you and that working with 
you was a privilege. We greatly thank her for time spent with 
us and appreciate all she has done.

Sincerely,

Lee Stoerzinger, CFP®  ®                                                              
President

Lee Stoerzinger, Inc. is a proactive investment and retirement planning firm. 

Our primary focus is retirement income planning for retirees and pre-retirees 

looking to appropriately structure their assets.

Our expertise is in helping our clients identify how the pieces of their financial 

lives fit together, understand the investment process, set realistic expectations 

for their personal situation, and blend investments into a financial plan. 

We seek to provide world-class service, and exceed our clients’ expectations in 

all matters. We hope that in all that we do for our clients and our community, we 

continue to bring powerful meaning to the word character. 

Securities and Advisory Services offered through SII Investments, Inc. ®
Member FINRA/SIPC and Registered Investment Advisor
Lee Stoerzinger, Inc. and SII are separate companies.
SII does not provide tax or legal advice.
940 Inwood Avenue North  |  Oakdale, MN 55128 
phone: 651-578-1600  |  email: advice@leestoerzinger.com
www.leestoerzinger.com

This newsletter intends to offer general information on the subjects discussed, but 
should not be regarded as a complete analysis of these subjects. Professional 
advisors should be consulted before implementing any options presented. No party 
assumes liability for any loss or damage resulting from errors or omissions or 
reliance on or use of this material. States Registered to offer Securities: Arizona, 
California, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Oregon, 
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Texas, Utah, Wisconsin. States Licensed to offer 
Insurance: Minnesota, Missouri, & Wisconsin. 


